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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem of the Study 

Divorce, a lugubrious subject, is an institution in which the 

majority of participants enter with great trepidation (1:32). Yet, 

according to the Census Bureau, the American divorce rate increased as 

much in the last four year period from 1970 to 1974 as in the entire 

previous decade (2). At present, it is estimated that one marriage 

out of four ends in divorce, with 970,000 marriages terminated in 1974 

(3:43). It is estimated that an additional 1,500,000 people will be 

divorced by the end of the year (4:ix). The foregoing figures are 

profound and, undoubtedly, have far-reaching financial implications for 

millions of adults and children. More specifically, the notable incre

ment In divorce statistics supports the assumption that augmented 

numbers of women will have to contend increasingly with financial 

legalities resulting from dissolution of marriage. 

The degree to which women are cognizant of economic hazards relevant 

to divorce action is unknown. Despite the dearth of literature focusing 

upon the economic character of divorce settlements for women, there is 

evidence to support the contention that women fail frequently to re

ceive equitable property settlements. Hence, the problem of the study 

was to survey and analyze adequacy of property settlements awarded 

women germane to divorce litigation under community property law. 
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Purposes of the Study 

Almost every known civilization has involved sexual discrimination 

of some nature, the majority of which has been pro-male. However, a 

significant trend has been observed in western culture where, tradition

ally, the male has been dominant over the female. As the role of the 

male has changed from reliance on physical strength to reliance on 

skill and intellect, the gap between male and female roles has narrowed 

(5:45). While the divorcee is preoccupied perforce with survival 

problems, she is realizing increasingly varying degrees of opportunity 

to compete with men in economic life and to acquire rights and privi

leges previously denied the female on the basis of sex (4:65). Yet, 

economic discrimination against women continues to be demonstrated by 

means of occupational and other criterion measures to such an extent 

that, in comparison with men, women may have actually lost status in 

recent years. For divorced women, the situation is magnified (6:183). 

The total number of divorced persons forms a significant segment 

of American society. Of this combined aggregate, 45 percent of the 

formerly married women are single by virtue of divorce (4:11; 5:41). 

As odds against permanent marriage prove more and more overwhelming, 

women are confronted especially with the consequences of their previous 

financial dependency on a husband. All too often, the traditional 

female role renders women financially vulnerable (7:25). Consequently, 

the central purpose of this study was to compare property settlement 

variations characteristic of different types of females at the time of 

divorce. The variations or aspects of property disposition studied 

included: provision for temporary and/or contractual alimony, 
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provision for support of minor children, allocation of real property, 

allocation of personal property, dissolution of debt, assumption of tax 

liability, and assumption of responsibility for divorce-related ex

penses. Female demographic characterizations investigated were based 

on age, ethnic background, level of education, level of annual family 

income during marriage, family size, tenure of prior marriage, and em

ployment status. 

The study was undertaken to accomplish several explicit purposes. 

Findings derived from a study of this nature can be used as a frame of 

reference for developing educational programs and materials designed to 

assist women in acquiring necessary knowledge and skills for exercising 

full rights upon occasion of divorce. A second purpose served by the 

study was that of securing much needed information relevant to enhanc

ing marital, financial, and employment counseling programs. 

In order to accomplish the foregoing purposes, the researcher 

sought the answer to one particularly salient question. Specifically, 

what types of women are most frequently awarded equitable property 

settlements? 

Need for the Study 

Fewer Americans remain untouched by divorce. If they have not 

themselves experienced divorce, the probability is great that they are 

•married to someone who has been divorced or have a close relation, 

colleague, or friend who has been divorced. In fact, some 21 percent 

of all married couples have a family background involving divorce. 

Projections for 1975 suggest that more than a million couples will 
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probably divorce, supporting the contention that divorce has become a 

part of the fabric of American society (2:43). Moreover, marriage and 

divorce specialists show special alarm over the evidence that young 

marriages are more likely to result in divorce than are mature 

marriages. The divorce rate is said to be six times greater for teen

agers than for adults (8:83). 

The numerous decisions and changes in life-style occasioned by a 

rapidly changing and mobile society in which divorce is prevalent 

suggest several emerging challenges for all of the family-helping 

professions. Most of these challenges involve divorce problems ex

acerbated by legal and economic realities of American marital dissolu

tion (7:145). 

A study focusing on various aspects of community property settle

ments awarded different types of females should contribute to the 

development of knowledge in the areas of family economics and home 

management. Hopefully, information of this nature will provide a frame 

of reference for developing educational programs and materials 

designed to acquaint women with special knowledge necessary for assert

ing full-rights in the divorce arena. It was projected further that the 

study would reflect particular counseling needs of divorced women as 

affected by ethnic background, age, family size, marital tenure and em

ployment status. All such information should be useful in strenthen-

ing marital, financial, and employment counseling programs. 

Finally, the study should provide a nucleus of information relevant 

to the Mexican-American female and divorcee, heretofore excluded from the 

majority of research studies. For this particular ethnic group, the 

only information to surface during the review of literature reflected 
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that 61 percent of the Mexican-American female heads of families were 

subsisting on or below poverty level incomes as compared to 54 and 27 

percent respectively for the Negro and the white (9:8). 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

The study was confined to an analysis of selected property 

settlement variations characteristic of different t)rpes of females at 

the time of divorce. For the purpose of this study, a random sample 

of eighty-seven female plaintiffs and defendants involved in divorce 

resolution, selected from a population of 291, was asked to respond to 

a questionnaire designed by the researcher. The population was 

restricted to a single metropolitan locale, Lubbock County of the 

State of Texas, for the selected period of time from December 1, 1974 

to February 28, 1975. The possibility of bias introduced by state and 

national economic conditions prevalent at the time of data collection 

is recognized as a factor which may have affected the economic responses 

of divorcees. Hence, generalizability of the findings is limited to 

similar types of locale and economic conditions as well as to divorcees 

possessing similar characteristics as those comprising the research 

sample. 

The study was limited to assessing the significance of group 

differences with respect to seven aspects of property settlement and the 

significance of relationships between demographic classifications and 

types of property disposition. Property settlement variations included 

provision for temporary and/or contractual alimony, provision for 

support of minor children, allocation of real property, allocation of 

personal property, dissolution of debt, assumption of tax liability 
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and assumption of responsibility for divorce-related expenses. Demo

graphic characterizations for divorced females were based on age, 

ethnic background, level of education, level of annual family income 

during marriage, family size, tenure of prior marriage, and condition 

of employment. 

As in all research, the results of the study were limited by the 

willingness of the participants to respond with accuracy, assiduousness, 

and candor to all questions stated within the text of the research 

Instrument. However, the number of sample participants responding 

promptly to the research instrument was readily sufficient as to 

avoid casting dispersion of this nature upon the study. 

Hypotheses 

It was postulated that women grouped according to certain demo

graphic variables receive different types of property settlement at 

the time of divorce, and that certain demographic variables of women 

are related to types of property disposition. In order to evaluate the 

foregoing suppositions, the following null hypotheses were tested: 

1. With respect to selected aspects of property disposition at 

the time of divorce, there are no significant differences among women 
v., 

characteristic of: 

a. five age categories: under twenty, twenty-one to thirty, 

thirty-one to forty, forty-one to fifty, or over fifty years of age. 

b. four ethnic groups: white, black, Mexican-American, or 

other. 

c. six levels of education: less than high school, some 

high school, high school diploma, some college or technical training. 
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vocational or technical degree, or college degree. 

d. six stages of marital tenure: five years or less, six to 

ten years, eleven to fifteen years, sixteen to twenty years, twenty-

one to twenty-five years, or twenty-six or more years. 

e. five levels of family income prior to dissolution of 

marriage: less than $5,000, $5,001 to $10,000, $10,001 to 

$15,000, $15,001 to $20,000, or over $20,000. 

f. three family sizes: one to two, three to four, or five or 

more minor children. 

g. three conditions of employment: employed prior to previous 

marriage, employed during marriage, or employed since divorce. 

2. There are no significant relationships between selected demo

graphic characteristics of divorcees and types of property disposition 

at the time of divorce: 

a. provision for temporary and/or contractual alimony 

b. provision for support of minor children 

c. allocation of real property 

d. allocation of personal property 

e. dissolution of debt 

f. assumption of tax liability 

g. assumption of responsibility for divorce-related expenses. 
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Definition of Terms 

For this particular study, the following terms and definitions 

were used: 

Adequacy. Equality as reflected by a legal property disposition 

and the extent to which both spouses are on a comparable economic basis 

at the time of divorce; used interchangeably with equitable throughout 

the study to describe property settlement. 

Child support. Allowance for the benefit of a child or children 

of a marriage and not for the benefit of the previous spouse. 

Contractual alimony. Contract or agreement to pay set amounts of 

money for a given period of time after the divorce decree in lieu of 

division of some properties. 

Debt. Fixed and certain obligation to pay money or some other 

valuable thing or things either in the present or in the future. 

Divorce. Dissolution of marriage by final judgment. 

Divorce-related expenses. Expenses as a result of divorce liti

gation such as lawyer's fees and court costs. 

Head of family or household. Head of primary or nuclear family 

unit. 

Personal property. Movable and tangible property such as animals, 

boats, furniture, merchandise, and such ownership as personal annuities, 

stocks, shares, patents and copyrights. 

Poverty. Annual income of $4,800 or less for a non-farm family 

of four, $2,300 or less for a single non-farm person (24:1,8). 

Real property. Land and/or that which is erected or growing upon 

or affixed to the land. 

Tax Liability. Tax responsibility relating to income or annual 
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profits from professions, trades, business pursuits, property, or the 

excess thereof over a certain amount taxable by the Internal Revenue 

Service. 

Temporary alimony. Allowance made pending a suit for divorce 

including a reasonable allowance for preparation of the suit as well as 

for support up to the time of the final decree. 

The problems, purposes, need and terms of this study have been 

formulated, the scope and limitations have been defined, and the 

suppositions acknowledged. A review of related literature will be 

presented in Chapter Two, an explanation of methods and procedures in 

Chapter Three, analysis of statistical procedures and interpretation of 

data in Chapter Four. Chapter Five will conclude with a presentation 

of findings, conclusions and implications for further study and research. 
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CHAPTER II 

SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Marital Dissolution Defined 

In discussing divorce, Fisher (10:55) defines marital dissolution 

as follows: 

Divorce is the death of a marriage: the husband and wife along 
with the children are the mourners, the lawyers are the under
takers, the court is the cemetery where the coffin is sealed and 
the dead marriage buried. 

Gettleman (7:41) calls attention to Voltaire's comment on divorce as 

being "but a few weeks younger in the world than marriage." Currently, 

the term divorce legally refers to marital dissolution as "a vinculo 

matrimonii," or absolute divorce from the bonds of matrimony (11:88). 

Divorce is a legal rather than a psychological concept. It is a 

process of changing the legal obligations and privileges of a man and 

a woman toward one another. Marital dissolution is simply an avenue 

taken to effect a release from legal coramdLtment (1:15). In summary, 

a divorce is a legal decree by a court of competent authority, which 

dissolves a legally recognized union subsequent to the establishment 

of a marriage. 

From Marriage to Marital Disruption 

Marriage is a civil contract in the United States differing from 

all other contracts in that it cannot be dissolved at the pleasure of 

the parties (11:88). While people continue to debunk marriage, 95 

percent of all American girls still marry and 90 percent of these 

females have children (7:30). Carter and Click (12:23), in a 1970 

10 
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government supported rcsear^ t\ study, concluded that marriage is so well 

entrenched as the normal an.l approved status of adulthood that a con

siderable number of people will marry even if they are temperamentally 

unsuited to marriage and incompatible with their prospective partners. 

Just as a wedding institutes a marriage, a decree institutes a 

divorce. It is interesting to note that divorce is as old as the 

institution of marriage and of the family. For the participants, 

divorce may be just as difficult an endeavor as the marriage terminated 

(1:251; 11:88). 

Historically, divorce in America tended to increase with the 

westward spread of the nation (13:111). Moreover, legal divorce has 

increased rapidly in frequency and has affected the intimate lives of 

an increasing number of people (14:7). Between 1890 and the present 

time, the divorce rate rose well over 300 percent with much of this 

increment occurring since 1920 (13:21). In addition, divorce has become 

acceptable to the extent that the divorce rate has increased four- to 

five-fold since the turn of the century with approximately one out of 

every four marriages terminating in divorce in the past twenty to 

twenty-five years (14:203). Although the divorce rate has increased in 

every region of the United States, the lowest rates are those in the 

Northeast and the highest are in the West. Generally, by type of 

residence, lowest to highest rates tend to occur in this respective 

order: rural farm, suf>«jrban, rural nonfarm, small to middle-size town, 

and highly urbanized rlty (13:21). 

Since 1920, the fr)>«jority of persons initiating divorce actions 

has been women. Tod^y# sooie 68 percent of divorce suits are filed by 

females (15:20). Thp v̂ ife is the plaintiff in almost three out of every 
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four suits for divorce in American courts (11:119). Over half of these 

women are 28 years of age or under. Additional data indicate approxi

mately 63 percent have a high school degree and a few have some college 

training, over half are protestant, 41 percent have been married five 

years or less and 35 percent have worked during marriage (13:20). 

A low divorce rate has been associated with high levels of educa

tion, with the more prestigious occupations, and with substantial in

come. Because an increasing proportion of the population is attaining 

higher education, white-collar occupations, and high incomes, it would 

not seem incongruous to expect a decline in the divorce rates. However, 

economic conditions enter also into the prevalence of divorce. Statisti

cally, the divorce rate has reflected a decline during depression and 

shown an increase during times of prosperity (1:22). With the latter 

factor offsetting the former factors cited, it appears that society 

may at best anticipate a stabilizing of the divorce rate. 

In an attempt to view the totality of the divorce rate, Epstein 

(13:20) reports in recent findings that more than three million people 

are recognized as divorced and more than two million others are sepa

rated. Over seven million children under 18 years of age were bom to 

these destroyed marriages. At a minimum, more than twelve million 

people are products of what is known euphemistically as marital dis

cord, and these figures do not include those previously divorced. 

Divorce statistics appear to support the assumption that augmented 

numbers of Americans will be faced with decision-making relevant to the 

economic situation at the time of divorce. 
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The Demography of Divorce 

Marital Tenure, Age, and Ethnic Background 

Around the turn of the century, the divorce rate was generally at 

a maximum for persons married four years. By the 1920's, it had accel

erated to about a duration of three years and, for marriages contracted 

after 1943, the peak had occurred at a duration of one to two years 

(11:94). A more recent study reports that although the median duration 

for marriages ending in divorce has slipped some in recent years, it is 

still respectably high. The median tenure of marriage ending in divorce 

is 7.1 years. The median age for people divorcing is 30.1 years for 

women and 33.6 years for men (13:24). 

Tha younger one marries, the greater the likelihood of the mar

riage ending in divorce. Yet, divorce is still far from being indulged 

in mainly by the young. Roughly half of all divorced Americans fall 

somewhere among the age range between the mid-thirties and the mid-

fifties. While many of the divorced are younger than thirty-five or 

over fifty-five, the heaviest concentration is within the thirty-five 

to fifty-five range (13:213). Gettlemen (7:193) reports the important 

fact that the divorce rate has doubled since 1960 not among newlyweds 

but among couples who have been married fifteen to nineteen years. 

Contradictorily, Hardy and Cull (4,ix) contend in a 1974 publication 

that the most divorce prone group is comprised of individuals in their 

twenties. A review of literature does reveal that young marriage often 

has problems due to the immaturity of the husband and/or wife. These 

problems may reflect also less education, lower occupational levels 

and less income for the young couple with attendant economic strains on 
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the marriage (16:92-93). 

Racial composition of the population contributes also to the 

geographic variations in divorce. Although statistics are available 

for only a few areas of the United States, national estimates based 

thereon indicate that in recent years the divorce rate has been higher 

among blacks than among the other ethnic groups. In fact, the black 

rate averaged one-fifth higher than the rate of the white (4:ix, 

11:101). 

Family Size and Composition 

In 1970, the number of children involved in divorce was six times 

larger than in 1922, and since 1950, the rate of divorce involving 

children has doubled (17:2). The average number of children per 

divorce has varied over a relatively narrow range. The average rate 

declined gradually after the turn of the century to 1.73 children per 

divorce in 1933 and to 1.34 in 1966. Since that time, a general up

ward course has been observed with a ratio at or a little above 1.87 

children per family involved in divorce (1:6; 11:130). Epstein (13:21) 

reports that some 40 percent of those who are divorced have one to two 

children and about 20 percent have three or more children. Over 60 

percent of the divorces in America are among couples with children 

under 18 years of age and in heavily urbanized areas, such as the 

Northeastern United States, this figure often approaches more than 70 

percent. According to available statistics, over six million children, 

or one out of every six, presently live in single-parent homes (13:180; 

14:65; 18:193). About two-thirds of these children are under the age 

of ten (11:130; 14:62). 
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Education, Employment and Income 

Because a majority of divorces occur among women who married in 

their late teens or early twenties, it may be hypothesized that poten

tial inability of the divorced woman to support herself and her family 

stems partly from interruption of the educational process. Only a 

third of the black women who head families have at least a high school 

education as compared to more than one-half of the white females. Of 

the literature reviewed, no statistics were found with specific refer

ence to the educational attainment of the Mexican-American divorcee; 

in many cases, this ethnic group is categorized as Anglo or white. 

With the increasing "credentialism" in recent years, the lack of a 

high school diploma or other certified training is at least a partial 

barrier to employment for these women (18:20). Compounding this prob

lem is the fact that despite women's rights movements and equal oppor

tunity legislation from the national Congress, analysis of annual 

earnings by occupational and educational levels shows clearly that work

ing women with high school educations earn approximately 56 percent as 

much as men with equivalent levels of age and education (18:194). 

Although most female jobs afford low wages, they require still a 

substantial amount of education. The average number of school years 

completed by the female worker is higher than that of the average male 

worker in virtually all occupations where women are in the majority 

(19:225). 

Currently, 71.2 percent of women sixteen years of age and over who 

are divorced are labor force participants (1:5; 20:5). The median age 

of the female divorcee is 31.4 years, an age when many married women. 
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Including mothers, re-enter the labor force. The divorced woman may 

therefore be doing something she might often have done anyway, regard

less of divorce. To the extent to which this is true, divorced women 

who are in the labor force are in no sense in a peculiar or exceptional 

position regarding emplojment (1:6). 

The proportion of mothers who are in the labor force has increased 

about one percentage point per year since 1948. Among families headed 

by women, 55 percent of the white and 44 percent of the black are work

ing mothers (18:19-20). For families with incomes of $10,000 a year or 

more, roughly 60 percent of all wives report having worked in order 

to push family earnings into the middle-class category. Two-thirds 

of all married women who are working are wed to men who earn under 

$7,000 a year (13:306). In 1969, families headed by a woman had a 

median income of $5,614, an amount remaining significantly below the 

$8,168 median income for the families headed by the year round full-

time male worker (21:31). 

Economic Considerations 

While a decision to divorce need not be destructive, it often 

is—both emotionally as well as economically. Among divorced families, 

there is often less money available for superfluous and luxury spending. 

Since the family is a consuming unit, it is understandable why business

men simultaneously stress the desirability of marriage and family life 

(7:37). 

Economic factors often bring new pressures to a family disrupted 

by marital discord. As a whole, families headed by women appear to be 

deprived economically far more than those headed by men. In 1973, 
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nearly one out of every three families headed by a female had an income 

below the established poverty level (23:2). Of those families below 

the established poverty level, the Mexican-American and black female 

heads of families suffer economically to a greater degree than white 

female heads of families (24:8). 

To the extent that a woman is self-sufficient and independent in 

outlook and actions, her problems are less distinguishable from those 

of men. If her entire life since marriage has revolved around the 

husband and children, the shock of a divorce can be staggering. For 

this reason. Hardy and Cull (4:75) suggest: 

The wife needs to know something about the family income and 
budget and be able to make at least a gross estimate of how 
much she needs to support herself, and any children who may 
be living with her, according to her present standards or just 
tolerable standards. It is surprising how many women do not 
know how much their husbands make a year, what insurance 
there is, or if there is a savings account, investment pro
gram or retirement plan. 

Even though it should be obvious that two households cannot live 

by the same standard as one on the same paycheck, many newly divorced 

women are jolted to find they must learn to survive on less than half 

of the income to which they were accustomed during marriage. With few 

exceptions, divorce makes life financially much more difficult (25:29). 

According to the First National City Bank of New York, separate domi

ciles drive living costs up by as much as 35 percent (26:85). Another 

reference projects that the divorced couple can look forward to a 25 

percent reduction in the standard of living maintained during the 

marriage (3:43). 

The transition period from marriage to marital dissolution can be 

devastating. From an economic vantage, the wife is entitled to support 
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during litigation unless she has means to support herself. The matter 

of temporary alimony is within the discretion of the court and, if such 

is a part of the legal separation agreement, regular payments are made 

to the wife for her maintenance and support. Important factors in this 

issue are the parties' needs and abilities, their stations in life and 

accustomed style of living (27:67). 

Property Settlement Considerations 

The family household is the unit of economic consumption in the 

United States. This unit is recognized by law. Therefore, every salary 

dollar, every patent, every investment is joint property. At the time 

the household is broken by divorce, an economic settlement must be made 

separating the assets of the "corporation" into assets belonging to 

each spouse. In most settlements, the wife receives from one-third to 

one-half of the property. The property of the household is never readi

ly separable into two discernible parcels. Basically, this is the 

problematic essence of property settlement (1:31,251). 

While the literature reflects a paucity of research focusing on 

the economic character of divorce settlements for women, inadequate or 

inequitable property disposition may complicate problems further for 

the divorcee and may suggest implications for female propulsion into 

the labor force. Even among couples with four children, who have had 

time and reason to acquire assets, only 33.3 percent have more than 

$6,000 including equity in a house, insurance values, and all other 

types of savings (16:93). With respect to divorce settlement, lump 

sum division of property acquired during marriage tends to follow a 

50-50 formula and, in most cases, the wife receives the house, 
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particularly if she is awarded custody of minor children. 

In theory, equitable division of property acquired during marriage 

is now court enforced in 36 states (28:84-85). Eight states presently 

declare property owned by either spouse to be "community property"— 

Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas and 

Washington. Yet, within these states, the settlement constructions the 

courts place on what is community and what is separate property range 

widely (13:160). In Texas, property not acquired by gift or as a legacy 

from an estate is owned during the marriage by both the husband and 

wife (29:144). 

With respect to the majority of past divorce cases, the husband 

assumed the power of management over community property during marriage. 

Historically, this traditional male prerogative has been perpetrated by 

male dominated courts who often considered women as mental incompe

tents, as valuable domestic servants, and as economic incompetents 

(30:937). However, the overt advantage enjoyed traditionally by the 

husband is beginning to be abated primarily as a result of no-fault 

divorce and evolving concepts of the roles of women. 

Child Custody and Support 

As little as a hundred years ago the problem of custody did not 

exist, a wife and child were the property of the husband. Today, both 

in principle and before the law, the husband and wife have equal rights 

to their child. Parental fitness has replaced sex as the qualification 

for maintaining direct responsibility for the development of the child. 

In 80 to 90 percent of American divorce cases, judges assume that 

children are better off with their mothers than with their fathers. 
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However, it is less likely that the mother will be given custody if the 

father is the plaintiff and is granted the divorce. Even then, the 

mother obtains custody of her children in about 50 percent of all cases 

(14:69). 

The word "custody" is a double-edge sword which conveys the idea 

of imprisonment and a suspicious surveillance against outside intru

sion or escape (14:77). Custody denotes responsibility for the care 

of somebody. Legal custody of children entitles the custodial parent 

to make decisions about their life-styles and the things they can do 

which are important developmentally to a child (1:46). 

Since mothers usually have custody and generally do not earn sub

stantial salaries, the female-headed family becomes the financial 

casualty of divorce. Many such families receive little or no support 

from a male and are forced to seek public assistance. Moreover, women 

with no skills, who receive little or inconsistent support, may be 

forced to seek public assistance. These facts are not only demoralizing 

for the woman but may deter her from seeking a divorce she desires 

(7:214,221). When women and children of divorce are compelled to become 

public burdens, the taxpayers and voters often exhibit distress which 

may influence contemporary federal and state legislatures to insulate 

various agencies against the economic claims of divorced people. Swell

ing welfare rolls are augmented daily by middle- and lower-class mothers 

who have custody of dependent children. At least 42 percent of all Aid 

to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) payments are made to children 

from divorced homes. In about 12 to 15 percent of the AFDC cases, ab

sentee fathers make support payments, but these amount rarely to more 
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than $100 a month for entire families (7:190). 

All states require that minor children be supported until they 

reach their majority or until they become self-supporting. A 

clause of this effect is included usually in the separation agreement 

(14:101). The amount, although often controversial, may be set by the 

court and is always ratified by the court (1:45). 

A divorced woman's life is clearly more complicated if she has 

children. According to a 1975 study conducted by U.S. News and World 

Report (3:43), more than 10 million children are now living with only 

one parent and two out of three of these children are the products of 

divorce and separation. With respect to child support, the data avail

able indicate that payments are generally less than adequate to furnish 

half of the support of the children. Yet, child support payments vary 

greatly and are related to such consideration as the needs of the child, 

the father's earning capacity and financial condition, the standard of 

living when the family lived together, the age of the father and the 

ages of the children, and the ability of the mother to support or 

contribute to the support of the children (30:69). 

Today, in an industrialized society, children are no longer a 

sensible economic investment. In 1969, it was estimated that a child 

from a middle-class family required over $20,000 to finance the basic 

needs until reaching his majority (14:91). On an economy budget, a 

1975 urban family, depending upon the geographic location in the United 

States, can expect to spend at least the following amounts in rearing 

a child to his majority: North Central—$23,613; South~$22,310; 
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Northeast—$21,203; West—$24,182 (31:20-23)."^ Farm and rural nonfarm 

families can expect child rearing costs to be slightly less than those 

projected for an urban family. According to economic fact, excluding 

private schools, special lessons, or out-of-the-ordinary medical treat

ments, no child is likely to cost less than $100 a month to clothe and 

feed. Furthermore, these two items constitute the least of expenses in 

bringing up children (14:166). The foregoing data are strict economic 

facts, social realities excluded from consideration. 

Like a lump-sum property settlement, child support payments are 

never tax deductible by the husband nor are taxed as income to the wife. 

Whichever parent provides more than 50 percent of a child's support may 

take the current annual tax exemption for the child, as well as deduct 

the medical expenses incurred for the child. A husband can continue 

to claim the exemption if he pays at least $1,200 a year to support the 

child, even if the mother has legal custody (27:86). 

With earnings of women averaging less than 60 percent of those 

of men, women who work to support children are contributing, by and 

large, more than a proportionate share to child support, even when 

fathers comply fully with court decree (32:16). In a response to a 

recent survey focusing on percentages of fathers' incomes normally 

allotted for child support, selected county and district judges indi

cated the following: 

^!o obtain more recent estimates comparable to the 1971 data 
presented in the CFE (Adm.)-318, the following computations were 
applied: the 1971 estimate for each geographic location was multiplied 
by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) numbers for February 1975, 157.2, and 
divided by the CPI for 1971, 116.6. The CPI numbers were obtained from 
the Federal Reserve Bulletin published by the U. S. Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System in February, 1975, and December, 1971, 
respectively. 
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27 percent of fathers allot 25 percent or less income 

34 percent of fathers allot some 26-35 percent income 

27 percent of fathers allot 34-50 percent income. 

The legal obligation to support minor children can be enforced general

ly only through litigation for separation or divorce and the scant data 

available indicate that fathers are contributing less than half of the 

support for these children. In addition, delinquent child support 

awards are difficult to collect (33:1). To substantiate child support 

collection problems, it is reported that by the tenth year after 

divorce 79 percent of the fathers are not making court decreed payments 

(7:223). One judge is quoted as saying, "Marriage is women's business; 

when the marriage is bankrupt, the woman is bankrupt" (34:363). With 

the attendant economic problems for the divorcee granted custody of 

minor children, a case could be made under the equal rights amendment 

that courts cease approving settlements which are unjust to the parent 

assuming custody. 

Legal Aspects and Cost of Divorce 

The adversary process has become an integral part of divorce 

litigation. Such proceedings fall into the legal category called 

"tort", which refers to a civil wrong for which the law compensates 

by awarding "damages" to the innocent party. Although divorce laws 

were once overtly brutal and savage in almost all states, in some 

areas they are now milder and more benign. Hence, it is possible for 

many couples to make the transition from marriage to freedom after 

divorce with a minimum of legal subterfuge (7:178). 
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The financial implications of divorce can be profound. For indi

viduals who do not have a stable financial base, the sudden economic 

cost of divorce can be overwhelming (4:ix). The cost of a divorce 

can range from several hundred dollars to $25,000 or more and is divided 

into legal fees and court expenses. The majority of lawyers requires a 

retainer, generally one-third of the fee. The amount of the fee is 

dependent upon the complications within the case, time requirements for 

conferences and paper work, and tenure of trial. Court costs in an un

contested divorce run about $100 or less (27:60). In a more recent study, 

it was reported that the average divorce costs between $500 and $750 if 

there are no lengthy complications. In addition, the ex-husband is 

required usually to pay all legal and court fees (7:204,206). 

In an attempt to economize, many couples utilize the services of 

one lawyer. This works only if the couple is in agreement on the terms 

for the divorce and if the attorney represents only one party. Mindey 

(27:59) cautions against this practice since an attorney can be sent to 

jail or be disbarred for representing both parties. It is advisable for 

the wife to have her own attorney, an expert on divorce. 

Compendium 

This review of literature has reflected primarily the aspects of 

economic divorce dealing with money and property and of divorce dealing 

with custody and economic problems of divorcees with children. In the 

literature reviewed, it was found that a woman's problems of adjustment 

to divorce depend upon her age, personality, the way in which she 

viewed the female role during marriage and following divorce. The ages 

of the children, if any, and the number of children residing at home 
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contribute to the complexity of the situation. Furthermore, the impact 

of divorce is greater on the woman because of societal demands and 

drastic changes in life styles which often accompany divorce. These 

changes occur in almost every area of life for women more often than 

for men and may reach staggering proportions. 

In conclusion, it is to be suspected that among the most commonly 

shared dilemmas of female-headed families are inadequate income, child 

support payments and inequitable property settlements. 

Frequently, it appears mandatory that the divorcee acquire imme

diate employment in order to maintain support of the household. Action 

of this nature leads to the correlative problems of child care and an 

inflexible occupational status due to a lack of resources for attaining 

professional development directed toward upward job mobility. This 

study was undertaken to seek information which might contribute to the 

solutions of these types of problems by providing empirical data. 

The following chapter will present a discussion of the methods and 

procedures of the study. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Methods of Research 

The research study was designed to ascertain answers to questions 

through the application of scientific procedures. The following methods 

were employed in implementing the study: 

1. survey of related literature 

2. organization of the research design 

3. development of a research instrument 

4. selection of a random sample 

5. collection of data 

6. statistical analysis and interpretation of data. 

These procedures were substantiated by reference to authorities 

in the fields of family economics and home management, law, and educa

tional and social research. 

The Research Sample 

Selection of the Sample 

All 291 female plaintiffs and defendants involved in divorce 

resolution in Lubbock County in the State of Texas between December 1, 

1974, and February 28, 1975, were identified in the divorce granted 

column of the "Official Records" section of the Lubbock Avalanche 

Journal published during this time interval. The most current 

addresses of the females selected to comprise the research sample were 

secured from the records in the Lubbock County District Clerk's 

26 
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Office. The week of March 1, 1975, 165 names were selected randomly 

from this population and were sent a letter requesting participation 

in the study and a questionnaire for completion (Appendixes A and B). 

By May 1, 1975, the final date set for return of all question

naires, 87 responses had been returned. This number of returns 

represented 53 percent of the initial random sample. Twenty-one per

cent were returned for lack of a forwarding address and 3 percent were 

returned because of unwillingness to participate in the research study. 

Thus, 77 percent of the sample were accounted for in one way or another 

with 53 percent responding positively to the request for participation. 

With over one-half of the initial random sample electing to partici

pate in the study, it was postulated that the generalizability of the 

research study to the total population is feasible assuming conditions 

of similar property law and geographic location. 

Regional Characteristics of the Sample 

It was of interest to discover that the geographical region from 

which the sample was obtained is particularly notable in that residents 

from a large southwestern region of the United States appear to have 

the second highest national divorce rate per 1000 population with the 

lowest median years of education, 9.1 years, for women living in any 

region in the United States (35:28). However, in focusing upon the 

smaller area of Lubbock County with a January 1, 1975, population of 

200,000, the picture is more encouraging. As shown in Table 1, there 

were 1207 divorces granted in Lubbock County from March 1, 1974, to 

March 1, 1975. This figure reflects a .6% divorce rate for Lubbock 

County which is well below the national average. 
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TABLE 1 

TOTAL MARRIAGES FILED AND DIVORCES GRANTED IN LUBBOCK 
COUNTY FROM MARCH 1, 1974 TO MARCH 1, 1975 

Calendar Period 

1974 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

1975 
January 
February 

TOTAL 

Marriages 

The 

180 
158 
279 
269 
265 
290 
176 
140 
188 
307 

143 
177 

2,572 

Filed 

Instrument 

Divorces Granted 

101 
74 
119 
127 
91 
109 
108 
92 
95 
93 

103 
95 

1,207 

The investigator developed a questionnaire designed to secure 

information relevant to all dependent and independent variables to 

be researched (Appendix B). The instrument was validated by a panel 

of experts comprised of university faculty serving on the researcher's 

graduate committee. 

Questions concerning the dependent variables, aspects of property 

settlement, were designed to solicit the following types of informa

tion: 

1. provision for temporary and/or contractual alimony 

2. provision for support of minor children 
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3. allocation of real property 

4. allocation of personal property 

5. dissolution of debt 

6. assumption of tax liability 

7. assumption of responsibility for divorce-related expenses. 

Questions pertaining to the independent variables, demographic 

characteristics of divorcees, focused upon identification of the 

following: 

1. age: twenty or under, twenty-one to thirty, thirty-one to 

forty, forty-one to fifty, or fifty or over 

2. ethnic background: white, black, Mexican-American, or other 

3. level of education: less than high school, some high school, 

high school diploma, some college or technical training, vocational or 

technical degree, or college degree 

4. stage of marital tenure: five years or less, six to ten years, 

eleven to fifteen years, sixteen to twenty years, twenty-one to twenty-

five years, or twenty-six or more years 

5. level of family income prior to dissolution of marriage: less 

than $5,000, $5,001 to $10,000, $10,001 to $15,000, $15,001 to $20,000, 

or over $20,000 

6. family size: one to two, three to four, or five or more minor 

children 

7. condition of employment: employed prior to previous marriage, 

employed during previous marriage, and/or employed since divorce. 

A deliberate attempt was made to construct the research instrument 

in lay terms for ease in comprehension among a highly diversified 

sample. 
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Collection of the Data 

The research data were collected by nailing an introductory letter 

and a questionnaire for completion by each respondent. Pre-testing the 

research instrument suggested that completion could be anticipated 

within a thirty-minute interval. A self-addressed, stamped envelope 

was provided for the convenience of each respondent. The actual 

sampling process or data collection was begun on March 1, 1975, and was 

concluded as of May 1, 1975. 

Treatment of the Data 

Data were collected for eighty-seven divorcees. This information 

was placed on IBM cards and processed on the IBM 360 computer. 

Descriptive statistics were computed for all biographical data repre

sentative of the sample participating in the study. Specifically, 

Kendall's Tau correlation coefficient was employed for testing the 

significance of relationships and one-way analysis of variance was used 

for analyzing the significance of differences between groups. Values 

at the .05 or above were considered indicative of significant differ

ences and of relationships. 

Chapter Three has presented a discussion of the methods of research, 

selection of the sample, collection of the data, and statistical treat

ment of the data. Statistical analysis and interpretation of the data 

will follow in Chapter Four, as will findings, conclusions and 

recommendations for further research in Chapter Five. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

The purposes of this chapter are to analyze and to interpret the 

findings of the study. The data obtained were studied from three per

spectives and are reported under the following headings: (1) Descrip

tive Data, (2) Testing of Hypotheses, and (3) Additional Analysis of 

Data. 

Descriptive Data 

The findings of the study related to selected demographic charac

teristics and aspects of property disposition of female divorcees were 

derived from a sample residing in Lubbock County, Texas. The frequency 

of the responses elicited by the research instrument were tabulated and 

are summarized in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

FREQUENCIES FOR SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND 
ASPECTS OF PROPERTY DISPOSITION OF FEMALE DIVORCEES 

Variable f 
(N=87) 

Demographic Characteristics 

Age 
Under twenty years 
Twenty-one to thirty years 
Thirty-one to forty years 
Forty-one to fifty years 
Over fifty years 

11 
48 
23 

1 
4 

12.6 
55.2 
26.4 

1.2 
4.6 

31 
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Table 2-Continued 

Ethnic Background 
White 
Mexican-American 
Black 
Other 

Educational Background 
Less than high school 
Some high school 
High school diploma 
Some college or technical training 
Vocational or technical degree 
College degree 

^Marital Tenure 
Five years or less 
Six to ten years 
Eleven to fifteen years 
Sixteen to twenty years 
Twenty-one to twenty-five years 
Twenty-six or more years 

^Annual Family Income 
Less than $5,000 
$5,001 to $10,000 
$10,001 to $15,000 
$15,001 to $20,000 
Over $20,000 

^Family Size 
One to two minor children 
Three to four minor children 
Five or more minor children 

Status of Employment 
Employed prior to divorce 
Employed during marriage 
^Employed since divorce 

^Financial Decision-making on Part of misband 
None of the time 
Some of the time 
Most of the time 
All of the time 

32 

Variable f % 
(N=87) 

68 
9 
9 
1 

8 
15 
19 
29 
3 
13 

45 
15 
13 
5 
1 
4 

10 
27 
17 
13 
14 

42 
10 
2 

45 
60 
19 

16 
35 
20 
13 

78.2 
10.3 
10.3 
1.2 

9.2 
17.2 
21.8 
33.3 
3.5 
15.0 

51.7 
17.2 
14.9 
5.8 
1.2 
4.6 

11.5 
31.0 
19.5 
15.0 
16.1 

48.3 
11.5 
2.3 

51.7 
69.0 
90.8 

18.4 
40.2 
22.9 
14.9 
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Variable f 
(N=87) 

% 

Financial Management Ability of Wife 
Not very capable 
Fairly capable 
Very capable 

Aspects of Property Disposition 

Alimony 
Received temporary alimony 
Received contractual alimony 

^Support of Minor Children 
Awarded child custody 
Awarded child support 
Received regular support 

^Real Property 
Received no real property 
Received one-fourth of the real property 
Received one-half of the real property 
Received all of the real property 

Received a house 

^Personal Property 
Received no personal property 
Received one-fourth of the personal property 
Received one-half of the personal property 
Received all of the personal property 

Received insurance coverage 

Received a car 

Household goods 
Received no household goods 
Received one-fourth of the household goods 
Received one-half of the household goods 
Received all of the household goods 

Debt Assumption 
Assumed no debt 
Assumed some debt 

6 
29 
52 

6.9 
33.3 
49.7 

16 
6 

52 
52 
44 

45 
1 
2 
4 

18.4 
6.9 

96.3 
96.3 
81.5 

51.7 
1.2 
2.4 
4.6 

19 21.8 

45 
5 
15 
10 

7 

43 

19 
7 
19 
42 

55 
32 

51.7 
5.7 
17.2 
11.5 

8.0 

49.4 

21.8 
8.0 
21.8 
48.3 

63.2 
36.8 
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TABLE 2-Continued 

Variable f 
(N=87) 

^ax Liability 
Assumed no tax liability 63 72.4 
Assumed one-fourth of the tax liability 2 2.3 
Assumed one-half of the tax liability 13 14.9 
Assumed more than half of the tax liability 4 4.6 

Divorce-related Expenses 
Amounted to less than $100 42 48.3 
Amounted to $101 to $200 9 10.3 
Amounted to $201 to $300 13 14.9 
Amounted to over $300 23 26.4 

Legal Assistance 
Employed lawyer - female 71 81.6 
Employed Legal Aid Services - female 8 9.2 
Employed lawyer recommended by husband 5 5.7 
Employed lawyer - male 56 64.4 
Shared lawyer with husband 23 26.4 

*Less than 100 percent of the sample responded to this category. 

"Thirty-eight percent of the sample were either childless or had no 
minor children living at home. 

^Figure includes 69.0 percent employed during marriage and 21.8 per
cent accepting employment subsequent to divorce. 

^Total is greater than 100 percent since respondents could elect one 
or more options. 

Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

As shown in Table 2, white respondents comprised 78.2 percent of 

the research sample, blacks and Mexican-Americans comprised 10.3 per

cent each, and the category of 'other' comprised the remaining 1,2 per

cent of the total sample. With respect to age and marital tenure, the 

majority of the divorcees were twenty-one to thirty years of age and 

had been married five years or less. Educationally, the largest 
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category of 33.3 percent reflected some college or technical training 

while 21.8 percent possessed a high school diploma. Thirty-one percent, 

the largest category for annual family income, reported combined in

comes for the husband and wife within the $5,001 to $10,000 range. 

Interestingly enough, 6.9 percent of the female divorcees did not know 

the amount of the former husband's income and these same divorcees were 

among those who did not work during the marriage. The majority of 

divorcees, 48.3 percent, reported one to two minor children. However, 

38 percent were either childless or had no minor children at home. 

Regarding the labor force participation of the divorcee, 51.7 percent 

reported employment prior to the previous marriage, 69.0 percent were 

employed during the marriage, and 21.8 percent had entered the labor 

force after marital dissolution. In the areas of financial decision

making and managerial capabilities, the largest percentage of the 

sample indicated that 40.2 percent of former husbands made financial 

decisions only some of the time while 59.7 percent of the female 

divorcees felt very capable of managing financial affairs. 

Aspects of Property Disposition 

Table 2 reflects also descriptive data pertaining to aspects of 

property disposition at the time of divorce. Only a small number of 

female divorcees reported receiving any type of alimony; 18.4 percent 

were awarded temporary alimony and 6.9 percent received contractual 

alimony. 

Item 8:b in the questionnaire (Appendix B) concerning cash 

settlement at the time of divorce either was ambiguous to the majority 

of respondents or was answered improperly so as to render this question 
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invalid. Therefore, the researcher eliiainated this item from data 

analysis and interpretation. 

For descriptive purposes, provision for the support of minor 

children is divided into three categories and reflects the following: 

96.3 percent of the mothers were awarded custody of minor children, 

96.3 percent of the fathers were required to pay child support but only 

81.5 percent of these fathers were complying with the court order to 

make regular support payments. 

Over one-half of the divorcees, 51-7 percent, received no real 

property while 21.8 percent did report receiving a house in the property 

settlement. Again, over one-half of the female divorcees, 51.7 percent, 

reported that no personal property was awarded to them. While the 

receipt of a car, insurance coverage and household goods would be 

classified normally as personal property, these categories were included 

separately in the questionnaire to clarify further the variable of 

personal property. Only 8 percent of the population received any type 

of insurance coverage for themselves and/or their minor children, 49.4 

percent received a car and 48.3 percent realized all of the household 

goods. 

At the time of divorce, approximately 36 percent of the divorcees 

assumed responsibility for payment of debt obligations but 72.4 percent 

assiuned no responsibility for payment of tax liabilities. These figures 

do not reflect failure necessarily on the part of females to assume 

responsibilities of this nature. Rather, there may not have been out

standing debt or tax liability at the time of divorce. 

A notable portion of the sample, 81.6 percent, did employ the 
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services of a lawyer for representation in divorce litigation. Yet, 

only 48.3 percent reported assumption of $100 or less in divorce-related 

expenses. 

Testing of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis Number One 

Hypothesis number one referred to the significance of differences 

between types of property disposition characteristic of divorcees 

grouped according to demographic variables. The statistical procedure 

chosen to test differences relevant to this hypothesis was that of one

way analysis of variance. Tables 3 through 18, presented consecutively 

in pairs, reflect means, standard deviations, and F values indicative of 

categories of seven demographic characteristics related to hypothesis 

number one: age, ethnic background, education, marital tenure, annual 

family income, family size, and employment for the female divorcees, 

respectively. An F value of .05 or above was considered indicative of 

a significant difference. 

Tables 3 and 4 concern property disposition characteristic of 

females grouped according to age. As indicated in Table 3 on page 38, the 

older the female at the time of divorce the more likely a larger or more 

equitable property settlement would be awarded the divorcee. A notable 

percent of the sample reflected a mean age of 29 to 30 years, with 

this age group receiving more than one-half of all property. Contrari

wise, the divorcees receiving the least amount in terms of property 

settlement were also the youngest. However, as shown in Table 4, the F 

value between age groups and within age groups did not appear to be 

significant. 
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TABLE 3 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS OF DIVORCEES 

Amount of Property Disposition 
n 

Mean Age of Standard 
Respondent Deviation 

(years) 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 

Received one-half of all 
property 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 

Total 

19 

19 

42 

87 

26.11 

27.86 

26.74 

29.36 

27.98 

7.92 

8.32 

7.70 

9.25 

8.55 

TABLE 4 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTIC 
OF DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS OF DIVORCEES 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Between groups 

Within groups 

Total 

3 

83 

86 

168.65 

6121.35 

6290.00 

56.22 

73.75 
0.7622 NS 
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Means, standard deviations, and an F value for property disposition 

characteristic of divorcees grouped according to ethnic background are 

presented in Tables 5 and 6 on page 40. A significant difference 

existed between settlements awarded female divorcees representative of 

different ethnic backgrounds. Specifically, the white category was 

more apt to receive at least one-half of the property disposition with 

the remaining ethnic groups receiving less equitable property settle

ments. 

As shown on page 41, Tables 7 and 8 reflect means, standard devia

tions and F values for property disposition characteristic of females 

grouped according to educational level. The higher the educational 

level the more likely a female divorcee was to receive at least one-

half of the community property at the time of divorce. Those divorcees 

possessing more than a high school diploma were prone to receive a 

more equitable property settlement. Conversely, those divorcees 

possessing less than a high school education received less equitable 

property settlements. 

Means, standard deviations and an F value for property disposition 

characteristic of female divorcees grouped according to marital tenure 

are presented in Tables 9 and 10 on page 43. As reflected in Tables 9 

and 10, the data germane to this portion of the study are confusing as 

indicated by the fact that marital tenure of approximately ten years 

resulted in receipt of one-fourth of all property while marital tenure 

of over 9 years was characterized by receipt of more than one-half of 

all property awarded at the time of divorce. Because of the ambiguous 

nature of the data, future research may be needed which is directed 

toward investigation of the stage of marital tenure most likely to 
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TABLE 5 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO 

ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Amount of Property Disposition 
Mean Ethnic Standard 
Background^ Deviation 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 

Received one-half of all 
property 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 

Total 

19 

19 

41 

86 

1.90 

1.14 

1.00 

1.22 

1.31 

0.81 

0.38 

0.00 

0.61 

0.66 

^Race was coded as follows: 
1 « white 
2 = Mexican-American 
3 - black 
4 = other 

TABLE 6 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTIC 
OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Source 

Between groups 

Within groups 82 

df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

8.85 

27.67 

2.95 

0.34 
8.7442 .05 

Total 85 36.52 
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TABLE 7 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Amount of Property Disposition n 
Mean Education- Standard 
al level^ Deviation 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 19 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 7 

Received one-half of all 
property 19 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 42 

Total 87 

2.37 

2.29 

3.63 

4.19 

3.52 

^Educational level was coded as follows: 
1 = less than high school 
2 = some high school 
3 = high school diploma 
4 » some technical or college training 
5 = technical or vocational degree 
6 = college degree 

1.17 

1.11 

1.07 

1.42 

1.49 

TABLE 8 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTIC 
OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Between groups 3 

Within groups 83 

Total 86 

54.98 

134.75 

189.73 

18.33 

1.62 
11.2882 .05 
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result in an equitable property settlement with regard to the female 

vantage. 

Presented in Tables 11 and 12 on page 44, are means, standard 

deviations and an F value for property disposition characteristic of 

female divorcees grouped according to annual income. As shown in these 

tables, the higher the annual income for the female the more likely the 

court was to award her at least one-half of the community property at 

the time of divorce. Specifically, those female divorcees earning more 

than $6,000 annually were most prone to receive equitable property 

settlements. On the other hand, those divorcees earning less than 

$4,000 annually were awarded less equitable property settlements. The 

F value revealed no significant difference between property settlements 

characteristic of female divorcees grouped according to personal annual 

income. 

Means, standard deviations and an F value for property disposition 

characteristic of female divorcees categorized according to annual in

come of the ex-husband are presented in Tables 13 and 14 on page 45. 

Income of the husband did serve to distinguish between amounts of 

property settlement awarded to different groups of female divorcees. 

As shown in Table 13, those divorcees with an ex-spouse earning around 

$12,000 annually shared in a more equitable property settlement. Con

versely, those divorcees with an ex-spouse earning less than $10,000 

annually were apt to receive less equitable property settlement awards. 

However, Table 14 reveals that there was no significant difference be

tween property disposition characteristics of female divorcees grouped 

according to the annual income of the ex-husband. 
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TABLE 9 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING 

TO MARITAL TENURE 

Amount of Property Disposition 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 

Received one-half of all 
property 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 

Total 

19 

18 

39 

83 

Mean 
Marital 
Tenure 
(years) 

6.21 

10.71 

5.00 

9.44 

7.84 

Standard 
Deviation 

7.12 

9.25 

4.58 

9.32 

8.14 

TABLE 10 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF DIVORCEES GROUPED 

ACCORDING TO MARITAL TENURE 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Between groups 3 

Within groups 79 

352.79 

5080.18 

117.60 

64.31 
1.8287 NS 

Total 82 5432.97 
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TABLE 11 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING 

TO PERSONAL ANNUAL INCOME 

Amount of Property Disposition 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 

Received one-half of all 
property 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 

Total 

n 

7 

6 

15 

34 

62 

Mean 
Income 
($) 

3762.86 

5100.00 

5349.33 

6588.23 

5825.48 

Standard 
Deviation 

2711.76 

3630.43 

1895.01 

3467.31 

3170.44 

TABLE 12 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF DIVORCEES GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO PERSONAL ANNUAL INCOME 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Between groups 3 56121600.00 18707200.00 

Within groups 58 557030912.00 9603981.00 
1.9479 NS 

Total 61 613152512.00 
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TABLE 13 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF FEMALE DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING 

TO ANNUAL INCOME OF EX-HUSBAND 

Amount of Property Disposition 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 

Received one-half of all 
property 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 

Total 

14 

17 

33 

70 

Mean 
Income 

($) 

7676.57 

9353.33 

12592.94 

11896.30 

11003.57 

Standard 
Deviation 

4359.18 

4004.93 

6703.57 

10854.00 

8551.19 

TABLE 14 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTIC OF 
DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO ANNUAL INCOME OF EX-HUSBAND 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Between groups 

Within groups 

Total 

3 240549888.00 80183296.00 

66 

69 

1.1014 NS 
72801920.00 

*The unusually large factor did not appear on the computer print

out. 
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Means, standard deviations and an F value for property disposition 

characteristic of female divorcees grouped according to family size are 

indicated in Tables 15 and 16 on page 47. Table 15 indicates that the 

female with one to two children was more likely to receive a larger 

property settlement award than the divorcee with a larger family. How

ever, Table 16 indicates that there was no significant difference be

tween the receipt of property settlements awarded female divorcees 

grouped according to family size. 

The last pair of tables for testing hypothesis number one. Tables 

17 and 18 on page 48, shows means, standard deviations, and an F value 

for property disposition characteristic of female divorcees grouped 

according to employment status. According to Table 17, the employed 

female was more likely to receive a larger property settlement award 

than the non-employed female at the time of divorce. The question of 

significant differences between property settlements of divorcees with 

different statuses of employment was rendered as significant according 

to the F value in Table 18. 

Summary of Hypothesis Number One Testing 

A summary of the testing for hypothesis number one is presented in 

Table 19. A significant difference was recognized for each test reflect

ing a level of significance of .05 or above. 
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TABLE 15 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF FEMALES GROUPED ACCORDING TO 

FAMILY SIZE 

Amount of Property Disposition 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 

Received one-half of all 
property 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 

Total 

n 

12 

28 

54 

Mean Standard 
Family Size^ Deviation 

2.50 

2.20 

1.67 

1.86 

2.00 

2.32 

9.84 

0.87 

1.01 

1.37 

^Family size was coded as follows: 
1 = one to two minor children 
2 = three to four minor children 
3 * five or more minor children 

TABLE 16 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTIC 
OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO FAMILY SIZE 

Source 

Between groups 

Within groups 

df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

50 

4.77 

95.23 

1.59 

1.90 
0.8351 NS 

Total 53 99.99 
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TABLE 17 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION 
CHARACTERISTIC OF FEMALE DIVORCEES GROUPED 

ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

Amount of Property Settlement 

Received less than one-fourth 
of all property 

Received one-fourth of all 
property 

Received one-half of all 
property 

Received more than one-half 
of all property 

Total 

18 

19 

42 

86 

Mean Employ- Standard 
n ment Status^ Deviation 

1.72 

1.57 

1.60 

1.33 

1.49 

0.46 

0.54 

0.51 

0.48 

0.50 

Employment status was coded as follows; 
1 = employed 
2 « not employed 

TABLE 18 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROPERTY DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTIC 
OF DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square 

Between groups 

Within groups 82 

2.20 

19.29 

.73 

.24 
3.1145 .05 

Total 85 21.49 
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TABLE 19 

SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESIS NUMBER ONE 

Hypothesis Test 

49 

Status 

With respect to selected aspects of 
property disposition at the time of 
divorce, there are no significant 
differences among women characteristic 
of: 

a. five age categories 

b. four ethnic backgrounds 

c. six levels of education 

d. six stages of marital tenure 

e. five levels of family income 
female income 
male income 

f. three family sizes 

g. three conditions of employment 

F/.05 

F/.05 

F/.05 

F/.05 

F/.05 
F/.05 

F/.05 

F/.05 

Retained 

Rejected 

Rejected 

Retained 

Retained 
Retained 

Retained 

Rejected 

r .^-^r^m^ 
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Parts a, d, e, and f of hypothesis number one were retained or 

accepted because no significant differences were found to exist between 

property settlements awarded female divorcees characteristic of differ

ent age groups, different tenures of marriage, different annual family 

incomes, and different family sizes. 

Hypothesis l:b was rejected; a significant difference was identified 

between property settlement awards characteristic of divorcees grouped 

according to ethnic background. Hypothesis l:c was rejected also 

because a highly significant difference was declared between the amount 

and types of property settlements awarded female divorcees grouped 

according to educational level. Similarly, hypothesis l:g was rejected 

since a significant difference did exist between the types of property 

disposition received by divorcees representative of different statuses 

of employment. 

Hypothesis Number Two 

As shown in Table 20 on page 52, a correlation matrix based on 

Kendall's Tau correlation coefficient was established in order to 

ascertain the significance of relationships between selected demo

graphic characteristics of divorcees and types of property disposition 

at the time of divorce. 

According to Table 20, significant relationships were found to 

exist between the following: (1) age and child custody, support for 

minor children, the receipt of a house, continued insurance coverage, 

and assumption of divorce-related expenses; (2) ethnic background and 

temporary alimony, child support, receipt of regular support payments. 
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personal property awards, receipt of a car and household goods, and 

assumption of responsibility for tax liability and divorce-related 

expenses; (3) education and support, regular child support payments, 

assumption of responsibility for debt obligations and tax liabilities, 

receipt of personal property, a house, a car, and household goods; 

(4) marital tenure and child custody, child support, continued insur

ance coverage, receipt of a car, and assumption of responsibility for 

debt obligations and divorce-related expenses; (5) annual female income 

and receipt of real and/or personal property, receipt of a house and 

assumption of responsibility for debt obligations; (6) annual income of 

the ex-husband and receipt of regular child support, continued insurance 

coverage, and award of a house and/or car to the female divorcee; 

(7) family size and child support as well as receipt of a house; (8) em

ployment before marriage and receipt of contractual alimony and receipt 

of personal property and/or household goods; and (9) employment since 

divorce and receipt of temporary alimony, as well as receipt of real 

and/or personal property including a house. 

Simnnary of Hypothesis Number Two Testing 

Hypothesis number two concerned the significance of relationships 

between demographic characteristics of female divorcees and aspects of 

property disposition at the time of divorce. An abstract of the testing 

of the hypothesis appears in Table 21, 

As shown in Table 21, no single part of the hypothesis was allowed 

to stand in its entirety. All parts of the hypothesis were partially 

rejected at the .05 level of significance. 
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TABLE 21 

SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESIS NUMBER TWO 

Hypothesis Test 
(Kendall's Tau) 

There are no significant relationships between 
selected demographic characteristics of 
divorcees and types of property disposition at 
the time of divorce: 

a. provision for temporary and/or contractual 
alimony QC 

b. provision for support of minor children 

c. allocation of real property 

d. allocation of personal property 

e. dissolution of debt 

f. assumption of tax liability 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

Status 

partially 
rejected 

partially 
rejected 

partially 
rejected 

partially 
rejected 

partially 
rejected 

partially 
rejected 

g. assumption of responsibility for 
divorce-related expenses 05 

partially 
rejected 

Additional Analysis of Data 

The first two parts of Chapter Four reflect analysis and interpre

tation of data for the entire sample. Because the sample was representa

tive of a racial mix of respondents, this part of data analysis focuses 

upon differences characteristic of the ethnic background of female 

divorcees. Tables 22 through 27 present statistical abstracts indicative 

of differences between property settlements realized by divorcees 

characteristic of different ethnic backgrounds. 
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Race 

TABLE 22 

SUMMARY OF MEANS FOR SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF FEMALE 
DIVORCEES GROUPED ACCORDING TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Education^ Age Income Family Marital 
Female Male Female Male Female Male Size Tenure 

(years) ($) (years) 

Black 3.00 2.44 31.66 38.00 2,800 7,233 3.25 12.0 

Mexican-
American 2.00 1.88 25.66 27.44 3,333 6,454 1.7 7.0 

White 3.75 3.89 27.85 29.88 5,115 12,132 1.8 8.0 

Other 3.00 3.00 24.00 23.00 4,000 3,000 1.0 4.0 

Total 3.51 3.54 28.00 31.00 5,825 11,004 2.0 7.8 

Education was coded as follows: 
1 = less than high school 
2 - some high school 
3 - high school diploma 
4 = some technical or college training 
5 « technical or vocational degree 
6 * college degree 

As indicated in Table 22, the black and the Mexican-American female 

divorcees had more education but earned less income than their male 

counterparts. The white female divorcee reflected a comparable educa

tional level but received almost half as much income as the white male. 

The blacks were older at the time of divorce, had larger families, and 

were married longer than any of the additional ethnic categories. The 

* other' ethnic category appeared to be youngest in age at the time of 

divorce, had the smallest families, and was married for shorter dura

tions. The white and Mexican-American female divorcees did appear to 

differ substantially with respect to age at the time of divorce, size 
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of family, or marital tenure. 

Table 23 concerns factors of employment for the female divorcee. 

Excluding the small 'other' category, the white group appeared to have 

the largest percentage participating in the labor force at all stages 

prior to and subsequent to marital dissolution. 

TABLE 23 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF DIVORCEES GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Ethnic 
Background 

Employed 
Before 

Marriage 
(%) 

Employed 
During 
Marriage 

(%) 

Employed 
Since 
Divorce 

(%) 

Black 

Mexican-Amerlean 

White 

Other 

Total 

44.4 

33.3 

54.4 

100.0 

51.7 

44.4 

33.3 

76.5 

100.0 

69.0 

11.1 

0.0 

26.5 

0.0 

90.8* 

figure includes 69.0 percent employed during marriage and 21.8 
percent accepting employment subsequent to divorce. 

Table 24 summarizes the extent to which divorcees were awarded 

child custody and received regular child support pa3rments. All ethnic 

categories of mothers received custody of all minor children with the 

exception of the white mothers who received custody only 92.5 percent 

of the time. However, the white fathers complied with a court order to 

pay regular child support more frequently than did the blacks, the 

Mexican-Americans, or the 'other' fathers. While the average amount 
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of child support per family was only $121.30 per month, the range of pay

ments varied from $20 to $500 monthly. 

TABLE 24 

RECEIPT OF CHILD CUSTODY AND REGULAR SUPPORT 
ACCORDING TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Ethnic Females Receiving Regular Support^ 
Background Granted Custody Yes No 

(%) (%) (%) 

Black 100.0 25.0 75.0 

Mexican-American 100.0 33.3 66.6 

White 92.5 54.0 46.0 

Other 100.0 0.0 100.0 

a — 
Average amount of child support per family (X) = $121.34 per month; 

range = $20.00 to $500.00 per month total child support. 

With respect to receipt of real property in divorce settlement. 

Table 25 shows that a high percentage of the female divorcees received 

no settlement of this nature with the exception of blacks who were award

ed a house 50 percent of the time. 

TABLE 25 

PERCENT OF REAL PROPERTY AWARDED DIVORCEES 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Ethnic One- One- Received 
Background None fourth half All House 

Black 86 0 0 14 50 

Mexican-American 100 0 0 0 0 
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Ethnic 
Background 

White 

Other 

None 

84 

0 

One-
fourth 

3 

0 

One-
half 

5 

0 

All 

8 

0 

Received 
House 

23 

0 

Excluding the small 'other' category, the white female divorcees 

appeared to receive more equitable personal property settlements at the 

time of divorce than did the blacks or Mexican-Americans. Statistics 

pertaining to the receipt of selected aspects of personal property are 

shown in Table 26. 

TABLE 26 

PERCENT OF ASPECTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AWARDED DIVORCEES 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Pvace 

Personal Property Household Goods 
One- One- Insurance Received One- One-

None Fourth Half All Coverage Car None Fourth Half All 

Black 100.0 0 0.0 0 0 22 56 0 0 44 

nexican-
American 

White 

Other 

87.5 

52.0 

0.0 

0 

8 

0 

12.5 

23.0 

0.0 

0 

17 

0 

0 

10 

0 

22 

56 

100 

78 11 

10 

0 

8 

0 

30 

11 

52 

0 100 

With respect to assumption of debt, tax liability, and divorce-

related expenses, excluding the small 'other' category. Table 27 reflects 

that black divorcees assumed the largest percentage of debt obligations, 
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yet white divorcees closely approximated the same level. Whites were 

the only category assuming any responsibility for tax liabilities and 

whites paid also higher fees for divorce-related expenses. While the 

range for divorce-related fees paid by divorcees was from $18 to $800, 

the average amount paid was approximately $271. 

Race 

TABLE 27 

PERCENT OF DIVORCEES ASSUMING DEBT RESPONSIBILITY, 
TAX LIABILITY AND DIVORCE-RELATED EXPENSES 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND 

Tax Liability 
More 

Assume One- One- Than 
Debt None Fourth Half Half 

Divorce-Related Expenses 
Less $101 $201 
Than to to Over 
$100 $200 $300 $300 

Black 44 

Mexican-
American 

White 

Other 

0 

41 

100 

100 

100 

70 

100 

20 

0 

0 

56 

89 

43 

11 

11 

10 

22 

0 

16 

0 

11 

0 

31 

0 

^he average amount of divorce-related expenses paid by the female 
divorcee was $271.04. Some divorcees paid as little as $18, others paid 
as much as $800 for divorce litigation. 

The study focused also upon feasibility of three options of the 

divorcee subsequent to property settlement: forego employment, continue 

education and geographic relocation. With respect to these options, 

whites comprised the only category indicating sufficient resources as to 

facilitate the pursuit of education or to relocate geographically. Five 

percent and 13.5 percent of the whites indicated these options, 

respectively. While only 6.5 percent of the whites indicated sufficient 
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resources for foregoing employment and none of the blacks indicated 

feasibility of this option, 15 percent of the Mexican-Americans 

responded affirmatively to this alternative. Because the study was not 

designed to focus on causation of the feasibility of any of the three 

alternatives, the data prohibits a definitive explanation of this find

ing. However, the researcher surmises that eligibility for public 

assistance and cultural values may be influencing factors. 

Chapter Four has presented an analysis and interpretation of the 

research data. Chapter Five will conclude with a compendium of the 

study, consequent findings, related conclusions, and recommendations 

for further research. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The purposes of this chapter are to summarize the study, to 

identify findings derived from the analysis of the research data, and 

to report related conclusions and implications. Based upon the findings 

derived from this study, recommendations for further research are pro

posed in the areas of family economics and home management, family studies 

and marital counseling, and the socio-legal domain. 

Summary of the Study 

The primary problem of this study was to analyze selected demo

graphic characteristics of female divorcees and types of property dis

position awarded at the time of divorce. The seven demographic 

characteristics of female divorcees studied were: age, ethnic back

ground, educational level, marital tenure, annual family income, 

family size, and employment status. The seven aspects of property 

disposition included provision for temporary and/or contractual alimony, 

provision for support of minor children, allocation of real property, 

allocation of personal property, dissolution of debt, assumption of 

tax liability, and assumption of responsibility for divorce-related 

expenses. 

It was anticipated that findings to be derived from the study 

would contribute to knowledge and theory germane to (1) developing a 

frame of reference for educational programs and materials designed to 

61 
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assist women in acquiring necessary knowledge and skills for exercising 

full rights upon the occasion of divorce, and (2) providing information 

relevant to enhancing marital, financial, and employment counseling 

programs. Specifically, the study was intended to reveal answers to the 

following salient question: what types of women are most frequently 

awarded equitable property settlements? 

A random sample of 87 female divorcees served as research subjects. 

There was a larger proportion of white female divorcees than all other 

ethnic groups combined in the sample. The participants in the study 

possessed the following mean characteristics: an educational level 

approximately that of the male counterpart, an age of 30 years, an 

income comparable to half that of the former husband, an average of two 

children in almost eight years of marriage, and a proclivity for employ

ment at all stages prior to and after marital dissolution. 

Research data were obtained by means of a questionnaire mailed 

to each respondent. Content validity of the research instrument was 

substantiated on the basis of item analysis by a panel of experts 

comprised of faculty members representing the academic areas of family 

economics and home management, law, and educational research at Texas 

Tech University. 

Analyses of the data involved descriptive statistics, one-way 

analysis of variance which tested for significance of differences, and 

Kendall's Tau correlation coefficient for appraising the significance 

of relationships. The .05 level of significance was considered adequate 

support for rejection of a null hypothesis. An hypothesis was rejected 

when all derived values were significant and was retained when no 

derived value represented an appropriate level of significance. 
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Findings of the Study 

1. The findings derived from an analysis of seven selected demo

graphic characteristics of female divorcees with respect to selected 

aspects of property disposition at the time of divorce were as follows: 

a. The one-way analysis of variance test revealed notice
able differences with respect to property settlements 
characteristic of female divorcees grouped according 
to ethnic background, educational level, and status 
of employment. 

b. No significant differences were observed between 
property settlements awarded female divorcees grouped 
according to age, annual family income, marital tenure, 
family size and types of property disposition. 

2. Appraisal of relationships between selected demographic 

characteristics of divorcees and aspects of property settlements at the 

time of divorce produced these findings: 

a. Significant relationships were observed between pro
vision of temporary alimony and age as well as employ
ment subsequent to divorce. A significant inverse 
relationship was revealed also between contractual 
alimony and employment of the divorcee prior to 
marriage. 

b. Significant relationships were observed between 
provision for support of minor children and the 
following variables: age, marital tenure, family 
size, educational level of the female divorcee, 
and annual income of the ex-husband. A significant 
inverse relationship was observed between regular 
child support payments and educational level of the 
divorcee. 

c. Significant relationships were observed between 
allocation of real property and annual family income 
as well as employment of the female subsequent to 
divorce. A significant relationship was observed 
between receipt of a house at the time of divorce 
and educational level of the divorcee. A significant 
inverse relationship was observed between receipt of 
a house and age, annual family income, and family 
size. 
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d. Significant relationships were observed between 
educational level of the divorcee and receipt of person
al property, of a car, of insurance coverage, and of 
household goods. Significant relationships were noted 
also between the same four aspects of property settle
ment and the demographic variables of annual income and 
ethnic background of the female divorcee. Significant 
inverse relationships were observed between the follow
ing: allocation of personal property and ethnic back
ground; insurance coverage and age, marital tenure, and 
male annual income; receipt of a car and age, marital 
tenure, annual male income; and allocation of household 
goods and ethnic background as well as employment status 
for the female divorcee at the time of divorce. 

e. Significant inverse relationships were observed between 
debt assumption and age, educational level, marital 
tenure, and annual female income. 

f. A significant relationship was observed between assump
tion of tax liability and educational level of the 
divorcee. An inverse relationship was deemed significant 
between assumption of tax liability and ethnic background 
of the female divorcee. 

g. Significant relationships were observed between assumption 
of divorce-related expenses and age, marital tenure and 
annual male income. A significant inverse relationship 
was observed between divorce-related expenses assumed 
by the female divorcee and ethnic background. 

Conclusions and Implications 

On the basis of derived findings, the following conclusions appear 

to be warranted with respect to divorces occurring in a community 

property state with a geographical locale and economic conditions 

similar to those in this study: 

1. At this point in time, females acticipating divorce will 

receive more equitable property settlements if they are white, around 

thirty years of age or older, possess at least a high school education, 

married more than five years, have two or less children, participated in 

the labor force prior to and during marriage, and have an annual family 

income of $15,000 or more. 
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2. With regard to child custody and regular child support, the 

mother can anticipate being granted custody of minor children as well as 

a court decree for regular child support. Based on the mean annual 

income of the male and the mean amount of child support payments sub

mitted on a regular basis, fathers are contributing less than 12% of 

their income toward the support of minor children. With the mothers 

earning a figure comparable to 53 percent of the annual income of the 

fathers and receiving an average of $121 per month for the support of 

all minor children, the divorcee is contributing more than a pro

portionate share to the support of minor children. 

3. Since this study was not longitudinal in nature, a comparison 

of the divorce rate over a period of time was not feasible. However, 

for the period of time reflected in this study, the divorce rate of 

.6 percent appears to be well below the national average discussed 

in the review of related literature (35:28). While statistics support 

a higher divorce rate among blacks, this study lends support to the 

need for reexamination of this contention (4:ix, 11:101). 

4. A study conducted by Pang and Hanson (35:28) shows that women 

living in a large southwestern region, inclusive of the metropolitan 

location for this study, have an average educational level of only 9.1 

years. Yet, participants in the study clearly do not conform to the 

pattern for the larger geographic region. The average divorcee in this 

study may well reflect a higher level of education, with the exception 

of the Mexican-American divorcee. 

5. This study lends further support to the validity of national 

figures regarding age of divorcee, previous marital tenure, and number 
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of minor children. 

6. With the exception of whites, divorcees can anticipate incomes 

below poverty level subsequent to divorce. This conclusion may support 

the contention that divorcees, excluding most whites, sense dependency 

upon government and social programs of assistance. 

7. Because of security of employment as well as higher levels of 

income and education, whites may be prone to seek divorce as an alterna

tive to marriage more often than other ethnic groups. 

8. The black and Mexican-American divorcee can expect receipt of 

less than one-fourth of all property, real and personal. 

9. The average divorcee pays less than $300 for divorce litigation, 

a figure well below the national average of $500 to $750 (7:204,206). 

However, this conclusion may apply only to geographic locales with 

similar low cost-of-living indices. 

10. Few divorcees can expect temporary and/or contractual alimony. 

11. Assumption of debt and tax liability are characteristic more 

frequently of whites and blacks than of Mexican-Amer lean divorcees. 

Recommendations 

The findings of this analytical study of selected characteristics 

of female divorcees suggest the need for extended research as well as 

educational programs in a number of areas: 

1. Academic programs in family economics and home management 

should be designed to focus on the atypical family with a specific 

segment of the curriculum devoted to problems of the female divorcee. 

Further experimentation should focus upon appropriate teaching media 

and methodologies. 
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2. More divorcees should be made aware through educational 

sources and news media of community services available which might 

serve to alleviate the economic plight imposed often upon occasion of 

divorce. 

3. Counseling agencies need to focus greater attention upon 

the economic status of female divorcees with special attention 

directed toward problems of minority ethnic groups. 

4. In a highly mobile society, similar studies comparing 

property settlement awards in community property states with those in 

common law states should provide a nucleus of information that could be 

utilized by various family and financial agencies, especially marriage 

and divorce counseling agencies as well as debt counseling programs. 

5. Family service programs and agencies should seriously con

sider employment of professionally trained divorce counselors with 

expertise in family economics. Furthermore, this highly specialized 

service should be advertised through all media. 

6. A comparative study between major geographic regions of 

Texas and of other states should be made to ascertain the economic 

problems of divorcees. As a result, the state offices of the governor 

might be encouraged to consider establishing commissions on the status 

of families-in-divorce. 

7. A follow-up study of the divorcees in this research should 

be conducted to ascertain the depth of economic problems subsequent to 

divorce and to study perceived managerial ability to overcome economic 

obstacles stemming from divorce. 

8. Research is needed focusing on extent and types of sexual 
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bias in divorce representation and property disposition, particularly 

with respect to the seven demographic variables underlying design of 

this study. 

9. For any subsequent studies conducted in similar community 

property states, it is recommended that the research instrument be 

refined and expanded to facilitate a more comprehensive analysis of 

each of the seven aspects of property disposition and of home management 

practices of divorcees. 
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APPENDIX A 

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 

College of Home Economics 
P.O. Box 4170 

Lubbock, Texas 79409 

Dear 

As a graduate student in Home Economics at Texas Tech University, 
I am in the process of collecting information for my thesis. My study 
will involve economic problems of divorced women. 

A representative sample of divorced females of Lubbock is being 
asked to send me information regarding themselves and their economic 
situation at the time of their divorce. I hope you will help me with 
this study by completing the attached questionnaire. It is my inten
tion to use information of this type to inform various groups of the 
economic problems of divorcees. All information that you send to me 
will be kept strictly confidential, and no participating individual 
will ever be identified. 

Will you please consider completing the questionnaire and send
ing it back to me by March 31, 1975. A self-addressed envelope is 
enclosed for your convenience. You are very important to me in this 
study. 

If you have any questions regarding the survey, please call me 
at Texas Tech University, 742-5291, and I shall be glad to answer 
them. 

Sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Gail House 

GH:bjp 
Enclosures 
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APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Instructions: The following questions are related to personal and 
family characteristics and to property settlement at 
the time of divorce. Please read each question care
fully and mark the answer clearly. Where a dollar 
amount is requested, please give an estimate based on 
your best recollection at the time of divorce. 

l.A. Ethnic background of female divorcee: (Check only one answer) 

Black 
Mexican-American 
White 
Other 

B. Ethnic background of former husband: (Check only one answer) 

Black 
Mexican-American 
White 
Other 

2.A. Educational background of female divorcee: (Check only one answer) 

Less than high school 
Some high school 
High school diploma 
Some college or technical training 
Vocational or technical degree 
College degree 

B. Educational background of former husband: (Check only one answer) 

Less than high school 
Some high school 
High school diploma 
Some college or technical training 
Vocational or technical degree 
College degree 

3.A. Age of female divorcee at time of divorce: 

B. Age of former husband at time of divorce: 

4.A. Were you working when you married: or 
yes no 

If so, or 
full time part time 
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B. If you worked during this previous marriage, approximately how 
much money did you earn each year? 

$ 

(estimate amount) 

C. If you were not working at the time of your divorce, have you 
started work since then? 

or 
yes no 

If so, or 
full time part time 

D. How much money was your husband earning at the time the marriage 
ended? 

$ 

(estimate amount) 

E. Do any of the children who live with you work? 

or 
yes no 

If so, how much do they earn each year? 

(estimate amount) 

5. How many children were born or adopted during your previous 
marriage? 

(state number) 

6. If you were given custody of minor children: 

A. how many children were awarded to you? 
(state number) 

B. how much monthly child support was your former husband ordered 
to pay? 

$ 

(state how much) 

C. does your former husband pay this child support regularly? 

or yes no 

7. How long were you married before you got your divorce? 

(state number of years married) 
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8.A. Did you receive any type of alimony payment before your divorce 
became- final? 

or 
yes no 

B. Did you receive any type of cash payment at the time of your 
divorce? 

or 
yes no 

If so, $ 
(state the amount) 

C. Did your divorce settlement include an agreement for continuing 
any type of alimony payment even after your divorce? 

or 
yes no 

If so, have you received this money on a regular basis? 

or 
yes no 

9.A. Did you and your former husband own any real property at the 
time of your divorce, such as land or real estate not including 
a house? How much would you estimate you received in the 
settlement? (Check only one answer) 

None of the real property 
One-fourth real property 
One-half of the real property 
All of the real property . 

B. Did you receive a house in the property settlement? 

or 
yes no 

10.A. Did you and your former husband own any personal property at 
the time of your divorce, such as stocks, bonds, cattle, savings 
accounts, checking accounts? How much would you estimate you 
received as your share of the settlement? 

(Check only one answer) 

None of the personal property 
One-fourth of the personal property 
One-half of the personal property 
All of the personal property 
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B. Did your settlement require your former husband to continue 
carrying any type of insurance on you and/or your children? 

or 
yes no 

C. Did you receive a car in the property settlement? 

or 
yes no 

D. Did you receive any of the household goods? (Check only one 
answer) 

None of the household goods 
One-fourth of the household goods 
One-half of the household goods 
All of the household goods 

11. Did you agree to pay off any debts at the time of your divorce? 
or 

If so, on what items and how much? 

yes no 

House $_ 
Car $] 
Charge accounts $_ 
Appliances $_ 
Furniture $ 
Medical bills $" 
Other $ 

12. Did you agree to pay any portion of the income tax for the year in 
which your divorce was granted? 

None 
Less than half 
One-half 
More than half 

13. Did you agree to pay any portion of the divorce-related expenses, 
such as attorney fees, court costs? 

or 
yes no 

If so, how much $ 
(estimate amount) 

14. Did you receive enough money and/or property so that it was not 
absolutely necessary for you to go to work after your divorce? 

or 
yes no 
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15. As a result of your property settlement, did you receive enough 
money and other resources so that you could afford to continue 
your education? 

or 

yes no 

If so, on a full time basis or a 
part time basis 

16. As a result of your property settlement, did you receive enough 
money and/or other resources so that you could afford to move to 
another town in order to take a better paying job? 

or 

yes no 

17. How much of the time did your former husband make family finan
cial decisions? (Check only one answer) 

None of the time 
Some of the time 
Most of the time 
All of the time 

18. As a divorcee, do you feel capable of managing your finances? 

(Check only one answer) 

Not very capable 
Fairly capable 
Very capable 

19.A. Did you use a lawyer to help you get a divorce? 

or 
yes no 

B. If you used a lawyer, was the lawyer provided by the Lubbock 
Legal Aid Society? 

or 

yes no 

C. If your lawyer was not provided by the Lubbock Legal Aid Society, 
did your former husband recommend a lawyer to represent you in 
the divorce action? 

or 
yes no 
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D. Did you and your former husband use the same lawyer during the 
divorce proceedings? 

or 
yes no 

E. Did your former husband use a lawyer during the divorce pro
ceedings? 

or 
yes no 


